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Tankers swim over the 
phone lines. See p.8
Ground Zero Gets Nuked
WGVU Cancels Progressive 
Rock Program,Goes All Jazz
By Pam Potgeter
News Writer
WGVU recently changed to an all-jazz 
format. WGVU, formerly WGVC, used to 
play a wide range of music, including 
progressive rock and New Wave.
Scott Hanley, program director, 
informed the progressive DJ.'s at WGVU, 
in December, the main reason for changing
r vS c r e a m i n g  :nsjue
After the loss of WVGC’s 
progressive rock show, Ground 
Zero, it might appear that these 
bands will disappear from Grand 
Rapids airwaves. There is hope 
however from WLAV. 
"Clambake", hosted by Steve 
Aldrich, and the "New Music 
Review," hosted by Arts Hampers, 
both provide air time for 
progressive rock.
was consistancy. Hanley said that "for the 
station to promote itself and be effective in 
the market, it shouldn't have any more than 
two elements. We decided those elements 
would be news and jazz."
Hanley went on to say that the radio 
station market in West Michigan has many 
progressive rock stations. However, in order 
for WGVU to survive, it has to fit a niche 
in the marketplace, and get a definitive 
identity of its own that people can rely on. 
He added, "WGVU is not a student radio 
station. There are good opertunities 
professionally for students, however."
Public reaction, according to Hanley, has 
been mostly favorable. "We recieved about 
100 letters [since the increased power 
wattage] and the comments are encouraging. 
On the negative side, the silence was 
deafening. We got around five letters. We 
expected more, but apparently there are 
enough other places to hear rock," he said.
In the future National Public Radio will 
be added. Hanley said, "essentially what 
we re doing now ia the way it will stay, as 
far as we can see." He added, "People need to 
know what they can expect from you— 
most people don't watch the time when they 
tune in. You cant just switch form Duke 
Ellington to Ozzy Osbourne."
News Briefs
*
Student Visitation Days 
Added To Fall Semester
On Friday, April 8, pV SU  will host 
approximately 400 students and their 
parents for student visitation Day. While 
the guests are on campus they will attend 
seminars, meet with faculty advisors, and 
tour the facilities.
In the past, one Student Visitation 
Day was held in the fall and one in the 
spring. This year, two sessions were 
scheduled in the fall plus the upcoming 
spring program to allow smaller groups 
to attend and thus give students the 
opportunity to experience greater 
accessibility to activities and services.
Winter Enrollment At 
Grand Valley Hits High
Winter semester enrollment at Grand 
Valley State University^ reached a pew 
high at 8,730 students'enrolled for the 
winter semester. That fighre is a 10.3 
percent increase over last year's winter 
figures.
Among the four class levels of 
undergraduate students, seniors number 
the highest at 2,102. That total is 
balanced by freshmen, numbering 2,081. 
There are 1,679 graduate s"tir dents.
Tennis To 
Get A New
Start At GV
/
By Brian Neathery
News Writer
A Grand Valley State security 
car was caught illegally parked 
in front o f the Kirkhof Center 
on Tuesday.
"I guess we have to write 
ourselves a ticket," the guilty 
officer said when he was 
presented the incriminating 
evidence. "We work here," he 
went on to explain, "and we 
would be broke if we had to 
pay the meters. Other people 
always take the Physical Plant 
spots."
He went on to point out that 
the cruiser was an emergency 
vehicle.
(above)The incriminating 
meter.
(right)The security car in the 
act of illegally parking.
Photos!John Freel
Grand Valley State won the GLIAC 
tennis championships in both the men's and 
women’s divisions under the leadership of 
coach Don Dickenson, in 1980. That was 
the last year that tennis was a varsity sport 
at Grand Valley. But, according to athletic 
chairman Dr. George McDonald, the days of 
Grand Valley tennis will soon be back.
"We're looking forward to tennis very 
enthusiastically," said McDonald.
Varsity tennis will be alive for the First 
time in eight years. The women's team will 
compete with GLIAC schools and local 
colleges such as Calvin, Hope and Grand 
Rapids Junior College. The men's regular 
season begins in the spring of 1989. No 
coach has berin selected yet, but it is likely, 
according to McDonald, that a single coach 
will work with both the men's and women's 
teams. '
Varsity tennis was dropped at Grand 
Valley in 1980 because of financial
including women's
(All-,
sporxf’ Sport) trophy five
field hockey,, men's 
and women's 
and the rowing team.
years
running. N o w . 
801 • Ferris is the* usual
„. , _ winner.
Tennis could help 
Slate of Michigan G rand  Valley ,0  
was tn . very . bad —n •
Dr. George 
* McDonald
had- to, majce some
straights,". said
McDonald. "this
institution was .--in
bad straights. We
cutbacks."- . '  v "’ A
Coach Die kerfton- was riot one Of these 
who lost their jobs at that time; 'he= had* 
already decided to move to a warmer Arizona 
climate. But his loss was on of the, factors 
that made tennis an expendable program.
’ Now tenpis is coming back—anti not a. 
moment to soon. "At this time Grand 
Valley is the only school in the Great Lakes 
conference that doesn’t, have a tennis 
program," said McDorlafd.
Dr. McDonald also believes that the 
tennis program will help GVSU toward 
winning the conference All-Sport trophv; an 
award presented in the spring to the school 
which has the greatest participation and 
makes the strongest showing in all athletic 
programs, c - - , .
"There was a trine when Grand valley 
won the trophy five years running. vNow 
Fferris is the usual winner," he said. Last 
year Grand Valley had enough points for a 
•second plage finish. According to 
McDonald, participation in a tennis program 
will make the competition much closer.
"We ‘have the equipment," said 
McDonald. "We have' the resources—the 
high schools around here have many fine 
tennis players and they're going to be 
looking.for a college. I've had many parents 
call me, saying their children were-interested 
in Grand Valley, and asking if we had a 
tennis program." Now, for the first time ip 
eight years, he can say "yes."
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Applicants Need Strong Writing Skills, Preferably With 
Journalism Experience (high school, college or college level 
courses), and Some Management Skills.
•Position Pays W eekly Salary ‘Excellent Writing Experience ‘Good For 
Resumes »Do N ot Need To Be On Work Study To Get M l Pay
^  Apply At The Lanthom O ffice On The First Floor O f The Kirkhof Center.
STUDENT SENATE <r
THE STUDENT SENATE OF GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
A Recommendation Concerning 'kidnapping*
He, the members of the Student Senate of Grand Valley State University, do 
hereby recommend that the Greek Council henceforth define the practice generally 
called 'kidnapping' as an act of hazing, thereby prohibiting all Greek 
organizations from participating in such activity.
SENATE
SALUTES
We believe that this definition is appropriate. The Grand Valley State Student 
Code states "hazing is...any action taken or situation created, whether on or 
off-campus, which jeopardizes the physical and/or mental well-being of an 
individual or _is, prlma facie, an Illegal activity" (1). He assume no member of 
a Greek organization would participate in the violation of federal law by 
forceably 'abducting a person and taking him or her to a location not of his or 
her choosing, however, it is clear that the underlined condition applies to the 
nature, if not the intent, of the act. Additionally, the act of 'kidnapping' 
affects other members of the Grand Valley State community, be those members the 
family or friends of the 'victim,' and their mental well-being must be given 
equal consideration, and could, under extreme circumstances, unnecessarily 
involve the time and resources of University or local law enforcement officials.
Further, regardless of the spirit with which 'kidnapping' is performed it is 
not, and cannot be, an innocuous act. Conceptually, the act of kidnapping 
another human being and requesting a ransom for the release of tham person 
implies a domination by one'party over the will of another and a violation of 
said individual's personal freedoms. Such conditions are not in accord with the 
goals of this society, this University, and the Student Senate. Nor do they 
comply with the ideals of Greek life. Therefore, we urge the Greek Council to 
implement the measures required to eradicate this practice from Grand Valley 
State.
The Grand Valley / 
State StudentSenate 
salutes all the 
individuals who 
participated in the 
drive last
week.
GVSU cares!
1. Grand Valley State Student Code. 1987. "Hazing," IIi221.00ipl4.
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Letters to the Editor:
Why Should Skaters be Iced?
To (he Editor
In response to the disputed argument o f the so-called Hockey scandal at Grand Valley, 
myself and 15 other guys would like to take this opportunity to clear up any false 
misconceptions about the Gold Team.
The article that was published in the Lanthom about our team was completely erroneous 
and of poor taste. It did an itqustice to our team. It’s  a poor example o f journalism when 
one side of an issue is printed and not the other. Even though no names where mentioned 
in the article, it was an indirect form of humiliation.
The main argument with this problem is not to point the finger at anyone, but a 
question of working out the loopholes that exist for both sides as to avoid any future 
misunderstanding or misrepresentation. On page 27 of the student organizational 
handbook, #2 states that "Each group must have at least a minimum membership of four 
students who are currently enrolled at Grand Valley." So what regulations did we violate as 
the article stated? In the beginning of the semester, all o f our players were students, but in 
the process six of the 17 dropped classes, hardly a majority as the article stated. But, the 
question here is students who pay for classes and get no refund, as these six did, are they 
entitled to (day considering their investment? And what's to stop a student from 
registering, getting on a club, then dropping at an appropriate time? This semester 12 out 
of 15 skaters are students, three are not, I am one of those, but I must add that our 
constitution states that a minimum of three non-students are eligible.
» In response to the-'article's comments that we will cease to exist is another erroneous 
source of information. We still are a team and we are still Grand Valley. We are funding 
ourselves and we are still winning, defeating GRJC 19-4 two weeks ago and Aquinas 5-2 
last week. We have yet to play Eastern, Lawarence Tech February 6th, and Calvin on 
March 5th. We are 11-4-1 and 11-1-1 in our last 13. Nobody suffers with this kind of 
winninghockey.
The new President of the "Laker Skaters" stated in the article that he excepted two skaters 
from our team. Well, we only know o f one and he is still skating for us or both, if he 
wants to, but any game that is played with a non rostered player is forfeited. Is this fair to 
the "Laker Skaters" and their fans, and why weren't any o f the students on the Gold Team 
notified or involved in any formulated vote for the organization of the new team? Is this an
example of fairness or discrimination? Their new constitution states that you must have 
nine credits to participate, but on page 26 of the Student Organization Handbook, *2 lays
"No organization rules, constitution, or by laws may conflict with school policy, which 
says only three credits are required. Are we headed for more controversey next year?
I started two teams last year so that everybody could play, but I guess that wasn't good 
enough for some. I've done my share to get things going for this new club at Grand 
Valley, but I will not be part of a spearheaded bureaucracy that points fingers to better 
themselves. I apologize for any inconvenience, not wrong doing, and there can be as many
club Hockey teams at Grand Valley as anybody wants, but the Gold Team is still during 
and proud to represent Grand Valley.
Sincerely,
Tun Newlin, Organizer, Gdd Team 
And all the other team members 
and those behind us.
Grand Valley State Needs A 
Fall Commencement Ceremony
— Dear Editor __________
This is an open letter to the Student Senate, the Board o f Control, the Faculty, President 
Lubbers and all students who will, in the coming years, graduate in December.
The natural beauty o f this campus is one factor why we chose Grand Valley. We do not 
feel new sculpture is needed at this time. We do think, however, that we have a better idea 
of where to spend the money where it will benefit many and also the University.
As Grand Valley continues to grow and build its Lrjge as a "University," we feel it is 
important, and time, for us to have two commencement ceremonies. We do not know the 
actual logistics and costs of a graduation, but we do know that many state colleges and 
junior colleges in Michigan that are smaller than Grand Valley have two ceremonies.
Students here who do not finish "on time" can attend a May ceremony if they wish, but 
it is not toe same because it is not "their" graduation. It just doesn’t feel the same. We do 
not feel it is fair for many students, and their parents, to miss out on an opportunity to 
walk across the stage and get their diploma in their cap and gowns at toe time they are 
actually graduating and savor the moment of  their accomplishment 
Not many people graduate from high school, let alone college and graduation is very 
special for toe student and toe parents. Surely part of tuition helps pay for a 
commencement that some can’t attend. Many parents also help pay for some of their 
children's education and many did not graduate from college themselves ancTdeserve to be 
proud and see their children graduate when it means toe most and feels the h * t  
We believe toe idea o f a fall commencement should be looked into as soon as possible 
and have toe support of everyone on campus. If anyone agrees, let your Senate and 
administration know what you want them to do with your tuition and other monies meant 
for the improvement o f vour university and ynur prhirarinn
Sincerely,
...............  Susan Appelt, Senior-December '88
(Copies of this letter were also sent to President Lubbers and toe Student Senate.)........ ........................... ...........
The Hairloft
'Your Closest off-campus hairstyling salon"
Grand Reopening!
* Free gifts to all customers
* 15% off on hair care & products
* Register for weekly door prizes!
Call for Apt @895-7151
Hours: Tues-Fri 9-7 
Saturday 9-2
Located: 6408 Lk Mi. Dr.
( next to Allendale library)
Editor-in-Chief Kathleen Marron
. ; • • . ~...&  :*• -:V w  .......................................
Sports Editor , Eric C. Nietling
—r* ;-------------------
News Editor Mark Garbe
Campus Life Editor Rich Reitsma
Chief Photographer John Freel
Business Manager Marge Wangbichler
Advertising Manager Kim Trvon
Office Manager Dawn Toliver
Production Manager Dawn Hensley
• • 1 v. •• -<:v . • ' • •.......••................ ::...
Professor Theodore Berland
'^ T h e  Lanthom is a student run weekly publication. The majority of its revenue is raised 
through the sale of advertising. As Grand Valley State University’s official student 
newspaper, we wish it to be known that the opinions expressed in the Lanthom do not 
necessarily reflect the position or opinion of Grand Valley State University.
The Lanthom welcomes letters to the Editor. Letters must be signed, under 300 words in 
length and non-libelous. The Lanthom staff reserves the right to edit letters to meet space 
limitations.
The Lanthom's deadline for all material is NOON FRIDAY.
The Lanthom conducts business at the Kirkhof Center, GVSU Campus, Allendale, 
Michigan 49401. Phone: (616) 895-3120 or (616) 895-3608. Subscriptions to the 
Lanthorn are available for $10 a school year. Make all checks payable to the Lanthom.
Cherry Street Plasma Center
1973 South Division Ave.
( corner of Burton & Division )
241-6335
Hours for donations:
Mon,Tues,Thurs,Fri 
6:30am - 4:00pm
Closed Wednesdays
H elp others & receive a $ 5.00 bonus with 
your f ir s t Plasma D onation, p lu s this Coupon.
$ 7 for first visit during the week 
S 15.00 for second visit during the week 
EARN  EXTRA INCOME WEEKLY BY DONATING PLASMA! 
Identify yourself as a G.V.S.C Student and 
we’ll make an appointment for your first visit.
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Grand State Acquires !^ est«  
Michigan Magazine, Prints Last Issue
The February issue of West Michigan 
Magazine was its la&t edition, according to 
Matthew E. McLogan, GVSU Vice 
Resident for University relations. He noted 
that the edition had already been published 
before GVSU acquired the publication from 
the West Michigan Telecommunications 
foundation (WMTF) late last month.
The acquisition was made under an 
agreement which simply provided for the
university to assume the publication’s assets 
and liabilities. No cash was involved in the 
transaction. According to McLogan, "We 
viewed this as the initial step towards 
developing a more economical method for 
our public television station to improve 
communications with its members.”
Since 1980, GVSITS public television 
station had used the magazine as a vehicle 
for distributing program information and
schedules to supporters of the station. 
McLogan said, "For now, WGVU/WGVK 
will distribute this material to members 
through an inexpensive monthly program 
guide, while evaluating possible alternatives 
for a permanent publication."
He added, "The obvious budget 
uncertaintys ahead for the university and for 
public television made the acquisition o f the 
magazine's facilities patticularfy appropriate
as a i opportunity for long-term cost 
reductions in ' the service which the 
publication provided,”
The WMTF, a non-profit group that 
supports west Michigan public television, 
had owned the magazine since 1980. The 
foundation decided to sell the magazine in 
december, saying it needed to "refocus its 
energy on its primary mission of supporting 
the public broadcasting system.”
.  A PA W M etf
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CHECK Til£ SPACE _
AT CAMPUS V iew  3
Space Available
1& 2 Bedroom Apartments 
Available
CALL TODAY: 895-6678 
OR 895-6777
mum
_  RIGHT.
Deli sandwich on a variety of breads, chips, 
pickle and a drink for only $ 2.35
Try our new choco buttons! Their on 
special this week for^only .150 an ounce, or 
buy a 1/2 pound for $ 1 .00 .
Also try our licorice, six sticks for .150
Stromboli with 2 items and a medium drink 
for $2.75. We also honor all competitors 
coupons for pizza delivery. Call (2) 
895-3718.
Check out our new line of lower priced soft 
drinks.
16.oz for .590
i
24. oz for .750 
32. oz for .890
PRICES ARE EFFECTIVE FROM 2/11/88 THRU
2/17/88.
J t t **• 1 •1
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C A M P U S  Offering Guidance and
M I N I S T R Y : Direction *n Life
By Kip Pearson
Gueit Writer
follower o f Jesus Christ because you go to 
church and you participate in worship with 
other people? Or does that mean you are 
an observer and have never accepted the 
Christian challenge?" asked Broersma.
When we trust in Christ as our Lord 
and Savior we become a member o f Christ 
It is like a marraige. When you get married 
you do not join the ranks o f married people;
Campus Minister Chic Broersma spoke 
at Dialogue Worship service Sunday about 
being "rooted deeper and living higher.”
Broersma said there is a way in which we 
may be grounded by the faith in Christ 
We can celebrate this and gain a sense of 
identity by believing in Christ which can 
be a very strong, helpful sense o f identity.
The purpose of being rooted in the faith of 
Christ is that we might live holy and 
blameless in his praise.
Broersma said that since the stock 
market crash, we are seeing a very clear end 
'o f a decade, a decade in which people 
thought greed was good and to get as much 
as you could in a short period of time was 
the whole purpose of life. Now they are 
saying maybe that is coming to an end.
Broersma cited China as a sign that 
times are changing. "There were reports 
coming out of China saying the church is 
stronger than previously thought. At 
Christmas the churches were filled with 
young people, some of whom were 
interviewed by newspaper reporters.
Neither drink nor drugs rtor sex nor holy doesn't mean you have to change your 
marxism had given them adequate purpose personality, you can’t have fun, and that 
in life." you have to walk around speaking in a
Broersma asked the listeners why they whisper, with your head bowed, and 
thought some people lose the sense of carrying a large Bible all over campus." 
identity. Some said that people compare Holiness really means giving your best 
themselves to others. Others cited that to God, the best o f everything, not left- 
other people question you about yourself overs, second thoughts, or faint hearted 
and at every starting point in your life such gestures but the best of what you are. Only 
as the end of college, we re-evaluate the best is acceptable to give to God.. If 
ourselves. you want a high purpose in life, try to
"Does it mean that you are a devote think like Jesus Christ, try to love like
Jesus does, try to relate like Jesus does, try always mean a lot o f money." 
to help like Jesus does. "I come for strength, purpose and
If you think that is too great o f a encouragement for my Christian life," says 
challenge, if you opt out, that is an option, Andy Hager, sophomore.
but never say there is no purpose or 
challenge if  you do. Turning our back, we 
need to say there is a tremendous challenge 
but Tm not ready for it, says Broersma.
Broersma's sermon meant to Deanne
you do not go around saying, "I'm a part of Prill that "we need to remind ourselves that 
matrimony," but you become joined to the Jesus Christ is at the center of our lives and 
other person mentally, emotionally, and to do that, we have to be firmly rooted in 
physically, which is what makes marraige him. There might be a lot of different 
difficult. When a person becomes a angles pulling at us from the world but 
C hristian, he does not ju s t  jo in  Jesus is our foundation. He is a solid
Broersma added that "we are all in need 
of rooting in life and I think Christ does 
that."
For further information regarding 
Campus Minstry or Dialogue Worship, call 
Chic Broersma at 895-31H .
rock."
Tony Curtis, senior, said that one idea 
she got out of Broersma's sermon was that 
"you should not put money first but seek to 
do the will of God and you will be success­
ful in whatever you do and success does not
Christendom and become a statistic but you 
become one with Christ, according to the 
Bible, says Broersma.
As a Christian you live in two 
worlds: heaven and earth. This is why you
feel tension and pulling, but this can also *»* *■* "■■-«-»»» «*■« Broersma
give you a sense of identity. According to
living higher." “ bei" 8 ' r“ “ d d“p" Giovanni and Bennett
Want a challenge? Try being holy.
Sounds scary. We have pictures of saints
with 
"I'm a
d people we know who say 
dan," says Broersma. "Being
Coming To Commemorate
1
In commemoration of Black History 
Month, Grand Valley State University is 
hosting lectures by (wo black professionals, 
each with their won unique insights into 
the American Black experience. Both 
programs are free and open to the public.
On Friday, February 12, noted black 
writer and musician Nikki Giovanni will 
speak. She lives and works in Cincinnati, 
Ohio, where she addresses numerous groups 
- - from elementary school children to 
Rotary Club members - - on what it means 
to be Black and what it means to be an 
artist. Giovanni has written 12 books of 
poetry as well as other volumes containing 
com pilations o f her essays and 
conversations. She is also a vocalist and 
has seven recordings to her credit. She 
holds honorary degrees from several 
colleges and universities and teaches
creative writing at the college level.
On Monday, February 22, the Senior 
Editor of Ebony magazine, Lerone Bennett, 
will speak. Bennett is a renowned author, 
poet, biographer and social historian whose 
works have been translated into five 
languages. His publications include: 
Before the Mayflower ; A History of the 
Negro in America, The Negro Mood, and 
Black Power USA. Bennett travels 
extensively to lecture at colleges and 
universities across the country. He is an 
expert on the Black experience and the 
development of Black America.
Both lectures will begin a 6 p.m. and 
will be held in the upper level of Kirkhof 
Center on GVSU's Allendale campus. The 
programs are sponsored by the university's 
Black Student Union and funded by the 
Student Senate.
If I had a time machine, school would scientific notes. But I would at least take 
be so much easier. Just think, if you do not time out to drag him out of the house 
like a subject, you could simply blink it before he was completely unconscious of 
out of history! Imagine, I could go back smoke inhalation, 
in time to Stratford-upon-Avon. Off in the Mendel, the famous geneticist, will be 
distance I see William Shakespere holding suprisied to find his precious garden peas 
all of his manuscripts as he looks inu*the destroyed by a bizzare, untimely outbreak of
locusts. All his life work for nothing . . . 
such a bloody shame.
Madame Curie's lab will fall victim to 
a huge explosion blamed on her own 
chemicals. Madame would not have ihe 
slightest clue of what happened because she
Lunchbreak Series Kicks 
Off Winter Season
By Lyn Wolf
Campus Life Writer
river.
"Hey Will!"
"What?"
"Come over here and taste this water, I 
think it is alcoholic."
Just as William bent down to sample 
the imagined brew, I would fetch him a 
swift kick in the haunches with my good 
right boot.
"How dost thou fair now Wilbur?" I 
would shriek as I tossed his plays in the 
river alongside their author. With a simple 
two minutes work, I would become the 
hero of schoolboys everywhere.
Now, it would be time to go visit Mr 
Eienstien. It would be rather sad to see the 
house go up in flames along with all of his
never heard of plastic explosives.
While hopping around time, it will 
not hurt to go visit Da Vinci while he is 
painting that horrible beast, Mona Lisa. A 
few rabid dogs running around the parlor 
will wipe that asinine grin off her face.
I could then come to school happy, 
knowing that all irrelevant subjects had 
been eradicated. But as for now, "To be or 
not to be, that is the question."
preparation for his speech to the academy 
and through the previous interviews. Then 
again in the actual giving of the report.
-  "To give a one-man show like this," 
The Lunchbreak Series returned this Hills continued, "to me, is utterly amazing, 
week beginning the winter semester with a He's a very interesting and talented man. 
performance of Franz Kafka's "A Report to The guy is really first rate." 
an Academy" by Werner Krieglstein of the Overall, the play presented a satire 
Whole Art Theatre. and cynicism toward human life. It ex-
"A Report to an Academy" was a story pressed the ignorance and stupidity of 
about the life of a man who used to be an humans through the transition of one 
ape, a story which Krieglstein presented in 
a uniquely interesting way. "Kafka is a 
very difficult writer to begin with," 
commented Art Hills, coordinator of the 
Lunchbreak Series. "You often have to read 
Kafka twice to really get it. Krieglstein ac­
complished that in his act. He showed it 
once with the audio-visual, all through the
animal from ape to man. "As humans, we 
look down on animals, and [Kafka] seems 
to be asking, 'should we?'. This is an 
animal that has a simple behavior and life­
style, is captured by humans, taught human 
ways. It picks up the human's bad habits, 
and is then considered vulgar for expressing 
these habits.
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C O L U M N  A R T W O R K  BY J O H N F R E E L
Segment from - 
"Plight of Souls 
Condemned to Walk 
in the Shadow of 
Conflicting Virtue." 
1987 John Freel
Do people believe 
in Sunday TV 
programming? Do 
they believe they 
should? How many 
ignore the cliche Satan 
scare tactic, but still 
remain in awe 
of the men behind it? *
Love
confession 
from an 
anthemaniac.
As you know, anthe- 
maniacs like myself 
just go crazy around 
flowers. So what does
m y Va lentin e  s e n d  m e
on Valentines Day?
The FTD® Love Note 
Bouquet!
Well, let me tell you, 
when I saw those 
beautiful flowers in 
that fine porcelain 
bowl it drove me wild.
Besides, this glorious 
bouquet also came 
with a note pad and 
pencil with which I’ve 
written my Valentine 
every day.
And smart Valentines 
know it doesn't cost 
much to send us 
anthemaniacs into 
this flower frenzy.
Just ask your florist 
to have FTD send 
one for you.
* A  registered trademark at FTCbA CF988 f TDA
¥  +
Everyone always told me that if  I change the subject Thank, goodness for 
wanted to be happy I should many an birth control or else we would probably 
ugly woman. Well I took their advice have about six ugly children already, 
and I am miserable as hell. I thought She is getting impatient now and I am 
that if I wanted to be twice as happy afraid she is going to pull the old "I 
my wife should be twice as ugly and forgot" trick on me. 
that she is. I am not saying that I do That is why I am getting a little 
not love her but let's face it, she could birth control of my own just in case. If 
wear a lot more makeup. She has all she gets pregnant then we were meant 
the makings of a good wife, she can to be one big ugly family. I have seen 
cook, she can clean, and she does keep it all too often, ugly parents, ugly kids, 
me warm at night. I only wish she was ugly dog, ugly house, and ugly car.
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'  Auditions for the University's spring 
production of the musical "PIPPIN" Will be 
held on February 18th from 7 - 10 pm in 
the Louis Armstrong Theatre; February 
19th from 7 -10 pm in Grand Rapids at the 
Ken Tepper Studios, 428 Alabama NW; and 
February 20th from 1 - 4 pm in the Kirkhof 
Studio Theatre.
Students should come prepared to read 
scenes from the play and to sing a song and 
demonstrate their dance skills in group 
choreography. All actors must sing, dance,
and act in the show.
Students interested in I 
production assignments should also attend 
auditions and meet with technical faculty 
and staff. Further information can be 
obtained by calling the secretary in die 
School of Communications office, Ext.
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a little bit more satisfying to the eye.
[ She will never be Miss America, Miss 
Japan, Miss Iran, or anything but my 
wife..
The frightening part is that I am as 
ugly as she is and our children will be 
doomed. I think there should be a law 
against ugly people getting married. It 
is a fact: An ugly man and an ugly 
woman make ugly children. I do not 
want to be responsible for helping to 
populate the Earth with anymore ugly 
people. It is not the children's fault 
that they will be bom ugly: Blame it 
on the government. Unless they pass a 
law soon I will be the father of ugly 
children. My wife keeps hinting that 
she wants a baby, I say "A baby what?” 
under my breath, of course, then I
I remember this one ugly family in 
particular, the Johnsons, they were so 
ugly the block club paid them to move. 
P eople ca lled  th e ir ca r the 
"Ugly-Mobile". My best friend war 
Bill Johnson, we called him "Ugly 
Johnson" when he was not around, of 
course. He grew up to be a boxer and 
now he blames his ugliness on 
fighting. I do not want my kids to 
have to choose a career just to hide their 
ugliness like Bill did. What if I had a 
daughter? Would she have to marry a 
rich man or the president to hide her 
ugliness? Although that would be nice.
This is why I do not want to have 
kids, two ugly people make ugly 
children. If my wife wants children that 
bad we could always adopt
Roach Brings New Style 
to Lunchbreak Series
By Lyn W olf
Campus Life Writer
FEBRUA RY EVENTS
10 Seminars: The Perspective of 
Black Women-Portside, 1:00- 
3:00, 3:00-5:00, 5:00-7:00
11 Jazz Festival and Art Display 
Mainsail Lounge, 3:00-6:00
12 Nikkie Giovani-Promenade Deck,
6:00
Alpha-Delta-BSU Semi-Formal 
Black History Dance 10-2AM
13 Valentine's Day Dance-Kirkhof 
Center, 9:00PM
14 New Hope Baptist—Promenade
Deck, 3:00-5:00
16 Lunchbreak Series-The DeVos 
String Quartet, CFA/LAT, noon
17 South African Awareness-Seminar 
Or Film, 3:00-5:00. Also Feb. 18
18 Nite Club Series—The Dating 
Game 9:00, Kirkhof Center
19 1988 Olympians and Chaka Nan- 
tambu, Cecilia Holloway, Deiores 
Preston-Cooper, Mainsail Lounge
5:0O-8:OOPM
Lunchbreak Series-The GVSU 
Faculty Woodwind Quartet
20 "Success" Fashion Show-Mainsail 
Lounge, 5:00-7:00 0 -
Appearing Monday afternoon was 
piantist Kathleen Roach. Roach was a first 
for the Lunchbreak Series in her 
multi-media approach, combining "the 
visual arts through projection of slides of faculty. All performances are free; they're 
French Impressionists, seascapes and other all highly professional artists, and there's 
works of art." Performing "A Carnival of such a variety.”
Music," Roach's performance included 
pieces by Ravel, Schumann, and Liszt, 
paintings by Monet, Renoir, and van Gogh, 
and photography by Cyril Reilly.
"I have been doing [the lunchbreak 
series] for about ten years," said Art Hills. 
"I'm sometimes surprised and bothered by 
the fact that we don't get more students and
On Top at the 
Box Office
Robin Williams may be the 
greatest stand-up comedian ever, which 
makes it hard to explain why he has 
been in so many bad movies. At last he 
has found a film worthy of his talents: 
"GoodMorning, Vietnam."
Williams plays an armed forces DJ, 
sent to Saigon in 1965, just as the 
Vietnam War is really heating up. His 
irreverent humor and rock and roll music 
anger his superiors, who are accustom to 
bland announcers and Mantovani music. 
He is an instant hit with his audience, 
the soldiers in the field. Williams spends 
his free time pursuing a beautiful 
Vietnamese woman and befriending her 
brother.
This movie works for one and only 
one reason: Robin Williams. It would' 
not have worked with anyone else 
playing this role. His comic scenes are 
pure genius, and he does surprisingly
well in the serious scenes. There is no 
one else who can do what he does.
As funny as it is, this movie is no 
"Hogan's Heroes." The war is not treated 
as a joke. The brutality of the war and 
the poverty of the Vietnamese people are 
very effectively portrayed.
There is a lot of good '60's music 
in the film, featuring Martha Reeves and 
the Vandellas, James Brown, and the 
Beach Boys, among others. (I was in the 
store the other day, and saw that the 
soundtrack album also features some of 
Robin Williams' DJ bits. It looks like a 
good buy.)
Although it gets a bit too 
^sentimental at times, "Good Morning, 
Vietnam" is a very entertaining movie. 
Go and see a genius at work. "Good 
Morning, Vietnam" is rated "R” and is 
playing at the Studio 28.
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John Morrison in "Life After College"
By Kathleen Manron
Editor-In-Chief
Then And Now
■
John S. Morrison said, "When I got out 
of college I had no idea what I was going to 
do." He swiveled his chair and leaned back 
in a plush office at Steelcase’s Corporate 
Headquarters and smiled.
Morrison graduated from Grand Valley in 
1967 with a major in economics, and 
minors in math and music. He is now 
Steelcase's Manager of Information 
Systems, where he oversees the computer 
integration of Steelcase North America, 
comprised of approximately eight divisions 
throughout Canada and America.
"Our growth rate in computer utilization 
is 60 percent per year compounded," 
Morrison said;
"I've been very fortunate that that I've 
been in the right places at the right time. I 
got into data processing when it was an 
infant profession. I got into Steelcase when 
it was a 100 million dollar company and 
now we're a billion and a half. So I hit the 
right company at the right time, and I ended 
up wotting for the right individual."
The man who hired Morrison in 1971 
to be a computer programmer, is today his 
boss as the Vice President of Administrative 
Services and reports diiecdy to the President 
and the Chief of Operating Affairs.
"He stared out way down in the 
organization and wotted his way up to Vice 
President level," said Morrison. I've been
fortunate to be one step behind him most of "But the people who put me in that job 
the way." thought I was the best qualified for that
Being at the executive level, says position in that point of tim e-I figured I 
Morrison, "keeps me on my toes. You can better do a good job at i t  And you do a 
either be successful or you can be a failure good job at that then they know you can do 
real quick when you're working at that level, a good job in other areas.”
who on their own are doing mote than 
what’s expected of them. They're 
innovative, creating. They're seeking out 
more than whafs expected of them," said 
Morrison.
"The down side of that is, for example, 
I don't know what an eight hour day is. 10, 
12, 16 hour days are common. If you want 
an eight hour day, go out and punch a time 
clock someplace."
But would he ever give it up? Never! 
"It's exciting," smiled Morrison. "There’s 
never a dull day."
With the visability comes responsibility. 
But also comes the opportunities that comes 
along with i t
"We are where we're at to a degree 
because of our own makeup, our own 
motivation, our own value system and drive 
that goes beyond the job."
Morrison’s easy-going professional 
manner does not immediately reveal the 
inner intensity and drive that got him where 
he is.
"I don't do anything halfway," said 
Morrison. "I do it 150 percent I've had the 
motivation to do well at I was asked to do. 
I've had different jobs where I didn't want to 
do what I was doing.
John Morrison acknowledges his boss 
was a factor towards his success. "In any 
career you need a mentor. You need 
someone who is guiding your direction. 
When you get into an organization you 
want to figure out who the leaders are. And 
the leaders aren't always the person in 
charge.
"Find out who do people go within the 
organization when they need help with 
something, when they need information. 
They are looked at as being experts within 
their areas. Leant from them, you'll gain 
knowledge in whatever area you are, then 
it's up to you.
"The people who get ahead are the ones
1
3rd annual
ValentinesW\
H i l l
ATTENTION BSN 
CLASS OF 1988.
The Air Force has a special pro­
gram for 1988 BSNs. If selected, 
you can enter active duty soon 
after graduation— without waiting 
for the results of your State Boards.
To qualify, you must have an 
overall 'B ' average. After commis- 
sioning< you'll attend a five-month 
internship at a major Air Force 
medical facility. It's an excellent 
way to prepare for the wide range 
of experiences you'll have serving 
your country as an Air Force nurse 
officer. For more information, call
USAF NURSE RECRUITING
1 -  800 -  423 -  US AF TOLL FREE
Photo Contest.
Subject Is:
Your Valentine
(Your Spouse, Mom, Dad, Pet, Etc.)
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11x14 C olor Enlargem ent, 
P l iZ e :  Plus Kodak Photo Atoum
Honorable Kodak Beoch Towel or 
Mention: Kodak C o der
Two
Categories 
To Enter
Stop in at 
Lakewood Photo 
for Official Rules 
&
Entry Form
WE WANT TO BE YOUR CAMERA SHOP
PHOTO & VIDEO
JENISON PLAZA * 457-1460 
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Lakers Survive Battle of the Basement
Lady Tankers Reach Out 
And Touch St. Mary’s
W uh a (ool lout h anil tin eye that sees through hands, Ixiker ItuLi Jenks aims thi\ shot 
for two against Saytnaw last Manilas I he lakers eventually \son the yame, 96-04
f ’hotoll)enn\ Kraai
Lady Runners Chilled at MSU
By Mark Phillips
Sports Wnler
Wuh a wind thill factor of -26 degrees 
outside Jenison f ield House on the campus 
of vast Michigan State University, the I.ady
I aker Runners arrived cold and sluggish for 
Sunday's Invitational.
This was not the case inside, as the heat 
caused oy- the fierce competition sent the 
temperature way past the 90 degae mark 
The invitational consisted of 
MSI (naturally), U of M, f erns and Central 
to name a few, all combining to give the 
(iVSl women stiff competition There 
were also three teams that made the trip 
from Canada the University of Windsor, 
Western Ontario University, and York 
University of Toronto, who made the two
day journey for the tough competition
Among these giants, GVSlJ's women 
did admirably in the events within which 
they participated Ihese events were the 
shot put, 55 meter dash, triple jump, 55 
meter hurdles, 2 mile relay and the distance 
medley While the women didn't make it 
past the prelimimaries in any of the 
aforementioned events, the competition did 
them good ' (This was) real gixxi 
competition (this will) help in training 
for conference meets," stated a dapper coac h 
Martin optimistically. " (the women got) 
lazy after two easy meets " Their showing 
was gix>d considering this was only the fifth 
year CVSU has gone to the MSU 
Invitational
C.VSl had a spectator this weekend. 
See < HILLED. p 11
By T rade  Schutte
Sports Writer
"Take your mark." BANG!* 1 And,they 
are off. Swimming for Grand Valley in lane 
5 is the 200 Medley Relay teftm of 
Ricks, Tracie Schutte, Belinda Dav-is. 
Laura Block
But, WAIT1 Where are the swimmers 
from St. Mary's College? They are nowhere 
to be seen. That is because they are 
swimming the event in their pcxil in South 
Bend, Indiana.
That's right, the meet Kxik place in 
two separate ptxils. Ihe meet was originally 
scheduled to take place at St. Mary s, hut 
due to the weather, the GVSU swimmers 
•sere unable to make the trip. .In trying to 
fualily some swimmers for the MAI A 
National meet, St, Mary's coach did not 
cant to cancel the meet and quickly agreed 
to Laker coach Dewey Newsome's idea of 
holding a telephone meet. So the meet was 
underway in two distant pcxils and the 
results were relayed over the phone. The 
I-akers swam to 10 first places in the 
thirteen events for a 61-52 victory
Leading off the meet was the victory in 
the 200 Medley Relay. Karla Block touched 
the wall first in the 200 yard freest vie, while
By F.rk' ( ’. Nietling
.Sports Lditnr
The Grand Valley Open wasn t as easy 
.,is expected. at least that's the idea that 1 got 
(torn watching the meet. Only one wrestler 
won his respective weight division, and that 
was none other than Roger Singleton
He didn t have to wrestle in the first 
round because of a bye, but in the next 
round, he pinned his man in the opening 
round. After that the finals were a cinch
Six other l akers made it to the final 
round, including Mike Curley at 1 SO
1.. Block lead the 1-2-3 Laker finish in the 
50 yard freestyle, with Davis and Schutte 
following not far behind, Robin Sergeant 
won the 200 IM, and was followed in 3rd 
place by Ricks.
K. Block swam the 100 butterfly in 
1:07.90 to finish first, and Davis touched in 
a tew seconds later for 2nd place. 
Bartz and Dirt Westra were 1st and 
100 yard freestyle, and Schutte 
I (Hi yard breaststroke in 1:17.96. 
Campbell placed 1st in both 
diving events with scores of 220,55 on the 
one mete/ board, and 225.60 on the three 
meter. -leresa Sa' irino finished 3rd on the 
high board with a score of 162 55. The 
final Laker first place was earned b\ the 
combined effort ot Sergeant, I Blixk. 
Bart/, and K Blix/k in the 5(H) free Relax 
in K 3o l-l
Other finishes lor GVSL were Bartz 
and Wilhelm swimming the 1000 sard 
freestyle finishing in 2nd and 3rd place 
Wilhelm also tixik a 2nd place finish in the 
MX) yard freestyle, while Ricks and 
Sergeant finished the l(X) backstroke in the 
2nd and 3rd place spots
Ihe Lakers final home dual meet of 
the season is W'ednesdav. Tehruary 10th at 
6.30 So, come cheer our teams on to
[xxi nets, who lust to |0K4 Olympic 
champion Randy lewis. Mike Young at 
158. Blake Gnxmhout at 177. J,m Koerber 
at 190. and Mike Cohn at heavyweight
This Saturday will be the real test, 
though, for the Lakers The (ILIAC 
Conference meet is to he held here at Grand 
Valiev starting at I 1 (X) a m
( urrently, Ferris is in the top spot and 
is guaranteed a share of the conference title 
and will lake the whole conference title it 
the Lakers don t step in and take advantage 
of the situation A conference win this 
Saturday will give ihe lakers a share
Kris
and only 
Shari
2nd in the 
won the 
Kris
victory as they host Adrian College
Grapplers Get Ready For GLIAC Showdown
That it is true if the Lakers had won two of 
their close losses their record would be 6-4 
in the conference.
All of the Lakers scored. Ed Finch 
followed Davis with 11 points and Shawn 
O'Mara scored 10 points.
Saginaw 6-16 overall and 2-9 in the 
GLIAC was led by Rod Creech with 19 
points.
Earlier in the week the Lakers traveled to 
Marquette to play the Northern Michigan. It 
was a long bus ride home as the Lakers fell 
90-83.
Grand Valley had it's opportunities but 
they didn't capitilize in the clutch situations.
The Lakers went ahead on basket by Andy 
Kolp 79-77 with 2:45 but they went ice 
cold and scored only four points in the final 
two minutes.
Davis led the Lakers with 20 points. Kurt 
Thelen and Andy Kolp came off the bench 
to score 13 points each.
By Rodrick Wells
Sports Writer
Times have really changed. Three years 
ago Grand Valley State and Saginaw Valley 
State were in a fight for the top position in
the GLIAC conference, but today they are in 
a battle for the basement.
Grand Valley proved that they didn't want 
any part of the basement with an impressive 
96-64 victory over Saginaw Valley State.
It was big victory for the Lakers.
Saginaw had won games at Grand Valley 
State the last four years in a row.
Saginaw had also won 10 of the last 13 
games agaiast the Lakers.
Coach Tom Villemure attributed much of 
the teams' success to excellent defense. "Our 
defense was quite good. We didn’t give them 
too many easy shots. Defense keyed the 
victory.' Villemure said. Saginaw hit only 
37 percent from the field, while the Lakers 
hit 47 percent.
The teams traded the lead early in the first 
half, but a 14-0 spurt gave the Lakers a 37- 
20 lead and the Cardinals couldn't recover.
"1 asked Davis to quicken the pace. Davis 
had an excellent game," said Villemure. 
Davis led the team with 23 points and seven 
assists.
The victory upped the Lakers record to 14- 
8 overall and 4-6 in the GLIAC. Villemure 
feels his team would be in the thick of the 
race if it wasn't for a couple close losses.
>Skaters Top League-Leading Steelcase, 
4-1; Extend Unbeaten Streak to Six
By Eric C. NirtHng 
Spocti Editor.
Last week the Laker Skaters took a six 
game unbeaten streak into a big game 
against division leaders Steelcase. The
Steelcase team seemed to falter, i.e. "David 
and Goliath".
The fust four minutes of the third 
period, the Lakers played shorthanded, but 
quick defense and good puck control kept 
Steelcase from trying to launch a scoring
attack
results were in favor o f die Lakers by a 
score of 4-1.
Steve Lefcre and Lou Scarpino iced two 
goals apiece and D vyn Lawson, Brendan 
Brosnan, Jeff Cooper ttd  Mike Ogarek each 
pitched in one assist for the winners.
An intense, fast paced, first period kept 
both teams from scoring. In fact, both 
teams seemed to be on the conservative side 
for the first few minutes. Only three 
minutes racked up in the penalty box for the 
entire period told the story about how clean 
the game would be. To be exact, until the 
third period, when tempers started to flare, 
only five minutes would be counted up in 
die box. (All by Lakers)
Lou Scarpino would be the skater to 
break the ice, taking a sweet pass from 
Daryn Lawson and scoring from the far side. 
After the following face-off, a Steelcase 
ended up on the short end o f die stick as the 
Scarpino ripped another goal through the net 
from another inside pass from Mike Ogarek. 
This goal being just 30 seconds after the 
first
These two goals seemed to give the 
Lakers the confidence that they needed. It 
seemed from the beginning that everyone 
was thinking about the earlier loss to 
Steelcase, 4-2, way back at the beginning of 
the season. However, when the Lakers 
showed their ability to score so quickly, the
Midway through the period, the Lakers 
scored a few insurance goals, both by Steve 
Lefere, the first being a power-play goal.
The last four minutes were plagued with 
penalties of fighting. The losing team 
started losing their composure and the 
Lakers countered with smart plays to keep 
them out of trouble.
A shutout was in the works, that is 
until a Steelcase score came about with 1:21 
left in the game. The final was 4-1 in favor 
of the college guys.
Steelcase was to play the Lakers over 
Christmas Break, but the GV team had to 
forfeit the game because no one was here to 
play. Although the Lakers have rescheduled 
one of the other games that they had to 
forfait, Steelcase won't make up the game. 
Laker Club President, Tom Santarlas 
commented," .. they don't want to play us 
because they don't want to lose another 
game. I talked with the (Steelcase) captain 
and he told me that they don't want to play 
because they will get the win if they don't 
play, he said he doesn't want to tike the 
chance of losing.."
The Lakers are in action this week when 
they take on Steffes Electric on Friday at 
8:10 pjn. at Jolly Roger Ice Arena. As a 
reminder, the Lakers will be skating against 
Calvin in East Kentwood Arena at 7:00 
p.m.
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It's Showdown Time! PhotoiDemy Km
Lady Laker, Jill Meerman tries to steer her way around a few 
Saginaw Valley Cardinals in a game here at the Field House last 
Monday. The Lakers, who are fighting to stay alive in the GUAC race 
came from behind and beat the visiting Cardinals 64-62 in the final 
seconds of the game. The win put the Lady Lakers in third place with 
an 8-2 GUAC record. The big showdown, will be this Thursday when 
league leading Oakland comes to town. The Pointers are currently (10- 
1, 20-2) and will probably decide whether the Lakers will have c 
\ ^chance at die top spot. Game time Thursday is 5:45 pm .
Club Netters Try To Regain Composure In Big Week
By Debbie Stetler
Sports Writer
The Grand Valley Men's Volleyball Club 
had a discouraging week. Victory seemed 
within reach, but eluded them every time. 
The team traveled to the University of 
Michigan on Saturday to play the 
University of Toledo, Windsor, and Eastern 
Illinois. They returned to take on MSU 
Sunday morning.
Eastern Illinois was the first team to 
challenge the Lakers. GVU had lost to 
them the previous week, and returned to do 
the same.
Grand Valley led in the first game until 
Eastern tied the score at ten apiece. Eastern, 
who had held the game close, made their 
move. They put the Lakers away 15-12.
A revved up Eastern Illinois stole the first 
eight points straight in game two. They 
played together and used their height 
advantage to dominate the game 15-7 over 
the Lakers.
Grand Valley came back looking stronger 
in game three. They took an immediate 9-4 
lead. EIU, not to be outdone, tied the game
at 10 apiece. The Lakers struggled to bring 
the score up to 12-10 in their favor. But, 
Eastern was cm a roll, winning 15-12.
Trying to shake off the loss, Grand 
Valley’s next opponent was Windsor. The 
Lakers took an early 8-4 lead in game one, 
including two aces by Alex Vazsonyi.
Grand Valley led the entire game, 
eventually racking up a 15-9 win.
Windsor was the first to put any points 
on the board in game two, leading 8-5. 
Windsor led at one point 14-5, making the 
outlook grim for Grand Valley. A missed 
serve by Windsor, followed by an ace by 
team captain 'Phil Salinas pumped the 
Lakers up to return 14-10. Windsor was just 
too uipse, though, winning the second game 
15-10.
Game three put the nail in the Laker 
coffin. Windsor took an immediate 9-6 
lead. They methodically shut GVU down, 
firing the third game, and the match 15-6.
The last team Grand Valley did battle 
with on Saturday was the University of 
Toledo. Toledo, who had just come off a big 
win over EIU, toe* that enthusiasm and 
used it to lead Grand Valley 7-4 in game 
one. The Lakers made a comeback on a
good hit from Salinas, and heads-up 
blocking from the front row, but it wasn't 
enough. Toledo won 15-6 on a strong hit 
from Dom Allen.
Toledo was again the first to score in 
game two, jumping out to a 7-5 lead. 
Grand Valley staged a comeback on a wicked 
spike from Stan Strait, who had a good day 
all- around. Toledo, however, refused to 
give the game away, winning 15-7.
Game three saw a continuation of 
Toledo's momentum and a 15-9 Toledo 
win.
Coach Tom Ruede attributed the loss to 
inconsistency. "We have Olympic 
moments one minute, and then choke the 
next"
Junior Alex Vazsonyi narrowed it down. 
"Our passing was off today. That left the 
setters running around too much, they 
couldn't get a good set, so the hitters 
couldn't get good hits."
Things went a little better against MSU 
on Sunday, although maybe not as well as 
the lakers would have liked.
MSU began with five straight points in 
game one, including two aces. The Lakers 
tied score at eleven points. But MSU had
the extra effort to give them the win 15-13.
Game two saw MSU leading again, this 
time 6-1. The Lakers fired up their offense 
to eventually go ahead 9-6, including an ace 
by Scott Miller. MSU came as close as 14- 
12, but the Lakers had enough to \yin 15- 
12.
The Lakers jumped ahead 8-2 in game 
three on a more positive attitude and better 
passing. MSU almost caught the Lakers at 
8-7, btft CjVU was determined to win. The 
final score was Lakers 15, MSU 8.
It was all MSU in game four, leading 7-5 
early on. They pulled away 9-5, and kept 
right on going to win 15-7.
This tied the teams at two games apiece 
going into game five. MSU moved ahead 
once more 6-3. Vazsonyi then came in to 
serve three in a row to tie the game at 6. 
MSU pulled ahead 13-10. GVU appeared to 
be fighting back on a good hit from club 
president, Neil Cox. The Spartans again 
shut them down to win 15-13.
MSU captain Paul Patyk was pleased 
with their match. "After a long, cold drive, 
we sdll started strong. We're a first year 
team, and we have a lot of young players, 
but we have a lot of enthusiasm.”
For Track Team SuccessMartin Looks to Future
By Rodrick Wells
Sports Writer
Before you can walk you must crawl and 
before you run you must walk.
Coach Gary Martin's track team is going 
through growing pains. But in the near 
future his harriers will be making a run at a 
GUAC track title.
"I feel we're about a good two years from 
being in the top two in the league," said 
Martin. The Lakers aren't interested in
waiting two years to attain these goals.
In the first meet of the year they defeated 
a highly rated Ferris State team. "That was 
our biggest victory since I've been here," 
said the two year coach.
Is this the Laker team opponents couldn't 
wait to run against just a few years ago? It's 
the same name, different personnel.
Five records have been set this year and 
the Lakers have no intention of living on 
their past laurels in this young season. 
Their looking forward and always trying to
better themselves. Martin is impressed with 
his teams' willingness to work hard and go 
that extra yard.
"Compared to the last two years we can 
say we're successful, but we still have a lot 
of room for improvement"
Martin can not offer any scholarships to 
his runners, but he sdll takes his recruiting 
seriously. Martin says ,"In the past coaches 
usually depended solely on students that just 
happen to attend GVSU," said Martin. I go 
out to find people that fit our teams' needs."
"Not being able to offer can scholarships 
can be a disadvantage because most of the 
team's in the conference do offer 
scholarships, but I don't use that as an 
excuse we still can compete with the teams 
that do offer scholarships."
Martin does a great job of recruiting 
athletes that can make the grade in the 
classroom as well as on the track. "I trv to 
recruit runners that are quality studer s." 
said Martin. GVSU women's cross-coi ry 
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team had an impressive 3.2 gpa, while the 
track team earned a 2.9.
The Lakers success has spilled over into 
the student body. In the first two meets of 
the year the Lakers entertained large crowds 
compared to previous years. "Students are 
beginning to acknowledge our program," 
says Martin.
Youth is one of the Lakers strenghts, 23 
out of 27 of the runnners are freshmem or 
sophomores. Yes, the Lakers are beginning 
to walk and in a couple of years they will be 
in full stride.
In addition to the teams' youthfulness, 
Martin is proud of his well rounded 
recruiting techniques. Over 30 percent of the 
team is comprised of minorities. Martin 
says,"It's great minorities, Blacks and 
Whites working together. This should set a 
positive example for Grand Valley."
The problems of recruiting would wear 
down most coaches but, Marlin enjoys the 
trips and the selling job. Trying to get a kid 
to come up challenge frigid weather at Grand 
Valley State is a challenge. It's a totally 
different atomosphere socially and Martin 
tries to let his recruits from the other side of 
the state know that
"I sell the athletes on the school. I let 
them know it is a completely different 
atomosphere at Grand Valley." said Martin. 
"If athlete can cope in this environment, I
believe it can help them life. The most 
important thing is for the athlete to receive 
their degree."
"Track is like life its' a constant struggle 
and you have to hang in there. Once you 
loss that competive edge, you losing 
something in life. I'm very competitive and 
like my runners to be competitive. Why 
even compete if you're not trying to win."
Martin is happy with his teams' effort 
thus far this season. "It is kind of like track 
meets in high school, going all out, high 
enthusiasm and wanting to be the best on 
the track." After the Lakers win events the 
arena is filled with high fives and jubilation.
Junior Mary Fran Peterlin provides 
leadership to the Laker squad. The hurdles is 
her specialty. The co-captain is a great 
athlete that always gives her best. "She sets 
good examples for the freshman, she's * a 
good leader," said Martin.
Martin feels the addition of Jean Mentzer 
who did an internship in Virginia should 
help solidify the Lakers in the outdoor 
season.
Angie Mitchell has been one of Martin's 
top performers this season. With her style 
and grace most of her opponents won't see 
anything but dust. She is destined for 
stardom at Grand Valley.
"Angie could have gone to a couple of 
other schools we were lucky to get her,"
said Martin. "She's a diamond in the rough 
most coaches are going to regret not signing 
her."
Grand Valley has also received 
outstanding performances from freshmen 
Regina Brewer and Franldene Hodges. 
Brewer holds the record for the triple jump 
and Hodges has won the shot put in the first 
two meets.
There are a lot of athletes that don't 
participate in track at GVSU. Martin's goal 
is to tap some of this hidden talent to go
with his recruits. Martin says,"There are a 
great deal of young ladies that attend Grand 
Valley who have great ability. But they 
don't feel they can compete at the college 
level or they don't want to compete no 
more. I need some of those athletes.”
Grand Valley track team has taken those 
first steps toward building a solid tradition. 
The Lakers may stumble now and then, but 
believe me the Lakers will run at the end 
and get the last laugh.
Gold Team Downs GRJC, 8-2
KENTWOOD--The Gold Tearn defeated 
GRJC 8-2 last week, putting them two 
points out of first place and two games left 
with first place Last Chance.
Four skaters had four point nights. 
Leading scorer Mike Krevins had four goals, 
giving him 33 points for the season, and
intersection
college students 
welcom e
2nd leading scorer Tim Newlin had four 
assists for a total of 31 points. Tom Modd 
had one goal and three assists for 28 total 
points, and Kurt Rushmore had two goals 
and two assists for 18 total points.
The Gold Team is 12-4-1 overall and 
10-1-1 in their last 12 games.
F G U R  f i n e  
ST O R E S TO  
B E T T E R  
H E L P YOU!
m ust be 19 to enter, 
21 to participate
1 Monroe Mall N.W. 
• 3150 Plainfield
2883 Wilson, Grandville 
1533 W ealthy S.E. -
monday- friday:
happy hour
3 pm-7pm
$1/ shot & pop 
$1/ bottle beer
(dom estic)
Wednesday & thursday:
specials
9pm - 10:30pm
25^/ drafts 
50^/ shot & pop
~ entertainment i
friday and Saturday 
"the pillar 
of fire society"
a rock and roll band
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^
DINO'S PIZZA
1929 Baldwin St. Jenison ( next to Mother 1 lubhard's
F E L LO W S H IP  
IBLE CHAPEL
10 a.m. Adult Bible Study, 
Sunday School for Children.
11 a.m. Music and Messcge
Meeting in Zinser School on the 
comer of Kinney & Leonard in 
Standale. For a ride, CALL
------------895-5115 -------------
Special
LARGE PIZZA
* with one Item
* one Quart of pop
* free extra cheese
$ 6.95
(Additional items available at additional cost.) 
* we also have subs & slices!
1 lours: / A  N O
M- 1 hnrs 11 a m - la m. a c ~i  s  a s I  N rx  / _ V
r C l l , ,  4 j / - O - t 0 U  |  s 'I ri-Sat 11a.m.- 3a.m. 1 ^ f \
Sunday 2p.m.- Midnight. \ ^
Limited delivery area to G.V.S. Campus
DID YOU KNOW ?
The National W om an's 
C hristian  Tem perance 
Union reports that...
A 1983 survey showed that the 
percentage of those under age 31 
in the U.S. and Canada entering 
Alcohol Annonymous was a 
record 20 percentag The "typical" 
alcoholic could be young, old, 
employed, female or skid row bum. 
The point is that there is no such 
thing as a "typical" alcoholic.
- Sponsored by Vernon's Hardware
—  PREPARE FOR: I
STATE NURSING 
BOARDS (NCLEX-RN)
®  the 
intersection
wealthy at lake dr., eastown 
459-0931
JEFFREY J. O'HARA
-------------  A T T O R N E Y  A T  L A W  ______
Specializing In the defense of
DRUNK DRIVING
ch a rg e s
511 WATERS BUILDING • GRAND RAPIDS, Ml 49503 • 616-235-9559
EDUCATIONAL 
CENTER LTD.
rEST PHWUUnO* SPSCUUSTS 3MCI ,93,
Call D*ys. Eves & Weekends
2627 East Beltline 
S.E. Grand Rapids,Mi 
49506, 957-9701
*""•"•"1 o w n  In Mon Thin IJ5 M„or u S Cum l  «ro*0
puruM>r innCAtirourwulJi-in-oii
CHILLED
Emm p.8
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Cormi Klein of Indian River, Michigan. If 
the name doesn't ring a bell with you don't 
worry, it didn't with me, either. But it will 
next year when she's winning races for 
Grand Valley in the 110 and 300 meter 
hurdles. She is graduating from her high 
school this year and is deliberating between 
Hillsdale and GVSU. She took first last 
year in the 110 hurdles, and is expected to 
repeat again in '88. She is visiting the
campus the 
February.
weekend of the 20th
Arena for the GVSU Invitational. 1 
women will hold their invitational I 
following day. If will start at 11:00 a. 
and will feature many teams, includi 
Ferris Stale. This couKhbe two in a ro 
folks! Show up and cheer them on 
victory. y
Your education will not end with graduation. As a grad­
uate nurse at Rochester Methodist Hospital, you will 
receive a comprehensive twelve-week long orientation 
where you will further develop yoorprofessional skills. 
Beyond orientation, you will have the challenges and the 
growth opportunities that a world-class medical center 
can provide.
Spring graduates apply now for positions available 
in 1988. Starting salary $24,627. Attractive benefit 
package.
Rochester Methodist Hospital is an 800-bed Mayo 
Foundation Hospital. Choose challenge. Choose 
growth. Choose Rochester Methodist Hospital.
Rochester Methodist Hospital. Personnel Services, 
Nursing Recruitment Section, 201 West Center Street, 
Rochester, MN 55902, (507) 286-7091 (Collect).
Rochester Methodist Hospital
A‘ mayo foundation hospital 
An Equal Opportunity Employer
JUNT1RAMUJRAL U PD A T E
i „ :/ , 
8 /
5 IM Basketball Top Teams
' Games Through February 8,1988
M S , . LOSSES -ECT.
Co-Rec Top Six
Whatever 2 0 1 . 0 0 0
D.D.T/S 2 0 1 . 0 0 0
Gators 2 0 1 . 0 0 0
RA-AM Busters 1 1 0.500
Total Race 1 1 0.500
Who Cares 1 1 0.500
M en's Top Ten
Unknowns 4 0 1 . 0 0 0
UNLV 3 0 1 . 0 0 0
SigEps 3 0 1 . 0 0 0
Unknowns, Too 3 0 1 . 0 0 0
Relief Pitchers 2 0 1 . 0 0 0
The Regular Guys 2 0 1 . 0 0 0
No G.P.A. Crew 2 0 1 . 0 0 0
First Edition 1 0 1 . 0 0 0
Intangibles 3 1 0.750
Heavy Metal Boys 3 1 0.750
4
W omen's Top Eight
Whatever 3 0 1 . 0 0 0
Neighborhood Nasties 3 0 1 . 0 0 0
Gator Girls 2 0 1 . 0 0 0
Oxford Blues 3 1 0.750
Slammers 2 1 0.667
Dusters 2 1 0.667
Windsor Werewolves 2 1 0.667
Karpanty's Killers
r
1 -
/
1 0.500
S o u t h  P o o r r  I s l a n d  *1 2 8 ________
N o r t h  P a o w k  M  u s t a h c  I s l a n d  * 1S 6  
DnvTONQ B e  ACM *99 
S t io m r o o t  *87 
G a l v e s t o n  I s l a n d  *124 
_  8- o » l  W o  iTON B e a c h  *126
Q b l a n p q / P is n c v  W o r l d __ *132  ____
M ia m i  B e a c h  *133___
H il t o n  H t o o  I s l a n d  M 51
P O N T P E L A Y
l ? - 8 0 C h 3 2 1 - 5 9 1 1 |
P E P P IN O 'S
PIZZA
G.V.S. Student 
Special
10" PIZZA 
WITH 2 ITEMS
$ 3.00
.50C extra per additional item
Tues & Thurs. Only
( subject to change at anytime.)
895-4308
4647 Lk. Mich Dr. 
Across from campus
F eeling W hile?  
* & 0 T K  Com e tan at
% 3nan
February 
Special
i 'm
TAN 12 TIMES AND 
EARN ONE FREE 
SESSION!
one month unlimited 
complete tanning pkg. 
$50.00
February 10-14 bring in your 
sweetheart to receive 2 
memberships for the price of one.
\ V - — ...... --- ----------------- — —
EXP-2-28-88
Call for apt & hours, 
open seven days a week! 
5902 Lk Mi DR. 
895-6692
| FAMILY PANTRY 1
► Open 7 a.m. to 2 a.m; Seven Days a
411 Wilson N.W., Standale, M i-Comer of Lk. Michigan
------------------------------- 7 9 1 - 0 7 4 0  ----------------
DELI
Week!
Dr. & Wilson
Coors & 
Coors Lite
6 pack 12 oz cans 
$2.89 +tax & dep
: 2 piece
Chicken Dinner
I , $1.99
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• i  IClassified
Ads
H ELP WANTED: The Grand Rapids 
Center will be needing STUDENT help 
for the new building DOWNTOWN. 
REGULAR OR WORK-STUDY. 
CLERICAL OR GENERAL LABOR.
Mr. Richard Mehler, the Grand Rapids 
Center Building Manager, will be on 
campus February 10 to holda informal 
meetings to discuss work opportunities 
for students. The meetings will be held 
in the Kirkhof Center at 10:30 a.m., 
1:30 p.m. and 5:30 p.m.
The Student Employment Office, Seidman 
House has sign-up sheets for each 
meeting. Please call or stop by to sign 
up for the time most convenient for you. 
895-3238.
COME SEE: WMJLV "EPMJKMUS0'1 
FEBRUARY 15,1988 at 8:00 p.m 
LOUIS ARMSTRONG THEATER!
Funded by Student Senate
This coupon may be redeemed in 
the Student Activities Office for 
one FREE "Famous Amos" 
chocolate chip cookie 
while supplies last!_________ _
HUNGRY? did you know ITZA pizza is 
located on campus and has free delivery 
within 30 minutes. Honoring all 
competitors coupons. PHONE 895-3718
NURSING STUDENTS - There is a free 
information seminar about the 1988 July 
NCLEX exam. Learn what to expect and 
how you can do your best. 2 
presentations: FEB 18 1988, noon at the 
Stanely Kaplan Cnt. 26270 East Belt 
Line. Also, 3:00PM at G.R. Junior 
college, room 336-N Hall Call 957-9701 
to reserve your seat! Don’t miss a chance 
to receive the score you deserve!!
ROOMMATE WANTED:
$ 165.00 month including utilities, 
garage, garden, privacy, 1/4 th mile 
from campus. Mature and likes cats 
Call 895-5413
Looking for a fraternity, sorority or 
student organization that would like to 
make $ 500.00 -$ 1,500.00 for a 
one-week- on-cam pus marketing 
program. Must be organized and 
hardworking. Call us at 956-2906.
FOR SALE: ’82 Dodge D-50 4x4, 4 cyl,
5 spd., sports pkg. Very sharp. Must sell, 
$3000. Need tuition! Call 895-7783.
HELP WANTED: Writers 
for the Lanthom . Must be energetic, 
and able to meet all deadlines. Prior 
experience preferred, but not necessary. 
For more info, stop by the Lanthom 
office in the bottom of the Kirkhof 
Center, lower level, or call 895-3120
WE ARE NOW HIRING!
Look for our Florida Beach 
Party at "S H O U T " Feb. 18th. 
We’ll be giving away a free  trip 
as well as many other great 
prizes. Call us or "  SH O U T* 
for more information.
HOT, FAST, DELICIOUS 
The best pizza in town! 
ITZA PIZZA 
FREE DELIVERY
Hours: SUN-THURS 5pm-12 midnight 
, call 895-3718
( On & off campus )
895-3718
ITZA PIZZA HONORS ALL COMPETITORS COUPONS 
( please explain coupon upon ordering.)
* UNDER 30 MINUTES DELIVERY
